
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a product management
manager. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and
to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be
considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for product management manager

Analyze internal and external data to identify marketing, underwriting and
product opportunities
Work closely with our field sales organization, marketing, and underwriting to
develop deep local market knowledge and leverage that knowledge to create
and execute winning strategies in your state(s)
Develop rate review proposals and work with State management leadership
and regulators to get them approved
Develop the operating and strategic plans for your state and be accountable
for delivering on your commitments, our state(s)
Be an advocate for your state and a master of the data, use it to drive
decisions and, when it makes sense, use it to suggest alternatives
Works with the Forms Specialist to coordinate internal and external
communication regarding rate, rule, and form revisions
Manages regional pricing target achievement through the analysis
development, preparation, approval and successful implementation in
accordance with established schedules
Requirements Definition – work with senior product managers to understand
market and competitive landscape and follow agile methodology to develop
epics/stories that are actionable by engineering
Solution Development – work closely with engineering as product owner to
deliver solution to market that satisfies documented requirements

Example of Product Management Manager Job
Description
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customer feedback is incorporated back into the release cycle

Qualifications for product management manager

5+ years Agile Development Methodology
Knowledge of TCO identification and reporting is a plus
Bachelor's degree in Computer Science or similar technical discipline
preferred
Experience with abuse, risk management, compliance or similar product
initiatives is preferred
Hands-on experience defining and building a customer facing experience on
line (e.g., search and discovery of products, browse refinements, customer
service, shopping experience, mobile experience)
A proven track record of setting and exceeding aggressive goals


